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TASKI® machines offer advanced cleaning technology, ergonomic design, ease of use and low maintenance – features 

that increase efficiency and ROI. When used with Suma® Bio-Floor® and degreasers, slippery grease build-up is virtually 

eliminated. Plus, drain cleaning is more efficient than ever with the powerful action of Suma®  ElimineX® D3.1.

TASKI® Solutions For Kitchen Floors

Key Advantages:
Patented squeegees and direct pickup leave floors cleaner 

and dryer with no trail mopping or baseboard cleaning. 

TASKI® IntelliFlow™ and IntelliTrail®  technologies ensure 

proper cleaning while reducing water/chemical usage and 

labor costs and optimizing equipment utilization.

Diversey degreasers and cleaners make ideal teammates 

for TASKI® machines. Together, they keep floors cleaner,

reduce slip-fall accidents and reduce grease build-up.

Operator comfort and safety are engineered into every 

TASKI® machine. Advanced technology for maneuverability 

and braking reduces the possibility of accidents in 

operation. Batteries are isolated away from liquid tanks,

out of reach during normal operation.

Modular machine design incorporates fewer parts for 

greater reliability and durability, plus less frequent and 

easier maintenance.



The TASKI® patented V-shaped 
squeegee enables excellent 
water pick-up on the floor. 

TASKI® machines are 
engineered for easy operation  
and low-maintenance.

 

Suma® Bio-Floor® is the idea 
partner to TASKI® autoscrubbers 
in keeping kitchen floors clean  
and reducing slip-fall accidents.

TASKI® swingo® 455B 
Machine options such as the TASKI® swingo® 455B 
enable quick, efficient cleaning of kitchen floors 
and prevent slippery grease build up. These 
machines are designed for quick set-up, 
ergonomic operation, high productivity and 
low maintenance. 

Suma® Bio-Floor® Cleaner D3.7  
A bacteria-enhanced, no-rinse floor cleaner with 
solvents. Its residual cleaning effect on quarry 
tile floors that can last for days. Removes grease
build up that causes slip-fall accidents. 

Easier to use, more effective and 
delivers up to 30% savings over 
traditional drain cleaning methods.

Suma® ElimineX® D3.1
Foaming Drain Cleaner 
This chlorinated high-alkaline liquid drain cleaner  
with clinging foam delivers superior drain cleaning.

These degreasers cut through 
grease and penetrate and lift off 
soils, then they rinse off easily 
without leaving residues.

Suma® Degreasers 
These powerful cleaners contain the ideal blend 
of surfactants for superior degreasing of most 
hard surfaces in food service environments.
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Outperforms manual cleaning, easy to use 
for maximum productivity. Great for fast 
kitchen clean-up, especially in tight spaces
and under tables and storage racks.

TASKI® swingo® 350B and 350E 
Ultra-compact upright auto scrubbers with a low 
machine profile. Handle folds backwards for easy 
access under tables or racks. Maximum scrubbing 
action and innovative V-shaped squeegee deliver 
enhanced floor appearance, cleaning consistency 
and excellent drying results.

TASKI® Solutions For Kitchen Floors

The ideal choice for periodic deep
cleaning for grout and many other 
floor cleaning tasks . 

TASKI® ergodisc 200

This single-disc offers quiet, comfortable 
cleaning and is ideal for deep-cleaning.


